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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the Ottoman clay pipes found during the excavations carried out at the courtyard of
Kutu Han, located at Tire district of İzmir, in 2012. Plentiful ceramics of the periods before and after the construction of the han building were discovered in the excavations of 2012 for restoration in the building,
which was constructed in 1429. Besides unglazed ceramics, imported and domestically produced cups are
also available among the finds of the 18th-19th centuries. These cups prove that a coffee house known to
have existed at the han in the Republican Period had existed in the Ottoman Period too. During the excavation, red, white and grey paste pipes were found which were of 18-19th centuries’ production. The surfaces
of some pipes are slipped and burnished. The pipes were shaped with two methods in terms of the production technique. Of the pipes divided into two groups as elbow and elbowless pipes according to their shapes,
the elbow pipes were mold-made, whereas the elbowless pipes were wheel-made. It’s aimed to introduce
and emphasize the position of the pipes found in this form and the ones found in the other regions of Ottoman Empire.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The shapes of the items such as plates, bowls,
pitchers etc. that human beings use in everyday life
may vary according to the material they are made of,
the type of substance to be placed in them, and – the
most important of all – the level of the production
technology of the society using those items. The geographical location of the society using these items
as well as their commercial activities, income level

and openness or closedness also enabled the shapes
and decorations of the items of everyday use to be
analogous to, or different from, those of the other
societies. Especially the extensiveness of the areas of
use of the material placed into an item unavoidably
gave rise to the occurrence of standard types. Such
materials and items as coin-money box, coffee-cup,
and tobacco-pipe can be shown as examples of this
case.

Figure 1. The locations of İzmir and Tire on the map of
Turkey.

Figure 2. View of Kutu Han

The position of clay pipes with a significant place
in everyday life in the Ottoman geography in the
17th-19th centuries among the items of everyday use
is rather different. When compared with the open or
restricted common ware in terms of function, it is
seen that the pipes were designed to place a single
material into the chamber, as in the case of an inkwell or a money box. Tobacco, the smoke of which
was used as a pleasure-inducing substance by placing it into the pipe bowl, was brought to the European continent, which included the territories of the
Ottoman State as well, after the discovery of America by Christopher Columbus. It was a plant which
was used both as a pleasure-inducing material and
during religious rituals in the territories it belonged
to (Goodman, 1993; Yılmaz, 2007: 3,4).
It is favorable to summarize the content of this
text as the use of tobacco and other herbs before
tobacco arrived in Ottoman Empire in and out of the
Anatolia chronologically. In Australia aboriginal
people started to chew on the tobacco and its
variances, and 2000-3000 years BP native Americans
started to use wild tobacco variances. In fact, residue
analysis of archaeological pipes using gas
chromatography/mass
spectroscopy
(GCeMS)
analysis provided an alternative means to trace the
origins and spread of tobacco and other smoke
plants (Tushingham et al., 2018, 2013). Though
today there are no pipes or pipe-like fragments
recovered in archaeological strat dating to
prehistoric periods it may have been used by other
means of inhalation (Spiller et al., 2002).

With the cultivation of tobacco in the 1400-1000s
B.C, its importance in daily life increased
distinguishably. In Mesopotamia, Sumerians used
opium and weed for medical purposes. In 5th
century B.C, Scythians would inhale the smoke of a
herb. And this attribution in the illustrations of
Athen’s vases. After the exploration of America by
Colombus, sowing of a new plant after opium and
weed started in Europe and Asia in which also
Ottoman Empire stood. (Goodman, 2005: XIII-XVI;
Bakla, 2007: 16-21)
In the 17th century, it’s thought that the pipes
used in Ottoman Empire were not rich in sort but
there were only a few types. In this century the pipes
are usually white paste. And in the 18th century, the
form variety increased as well as the color variety. In
the first half of the 19th century, we can see that
there is a standardization in the pipe types. Also, as
of the first quarter of the 20th century, the pipe
production slowly faded away whilst cigarette
became widespread more and more (Ward and
Baram, 2006, 144-145)
Both the sowing and use of this plant, which succeeded in drawing the attention of all European
countries as of the second half of the 16th century,
soon flourished. Even though it is not exactly known
when it entered the Ottoman territories, this date is
thought to have been the late 16th century or the early 17th century. It was initially used for medical
purposes in the territories it entered but later began
to turn into a pleasure-inducing material (Yılmaz,
2007:11). This continued likewise in the Ottoman
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Empire too. The adoption of tobacco in the Ottoman
Empire rapidly enabled its sowing and use to flourish. This flourishing gave rise to the reactions by
both the government and the religious scholars and
caused it to be discussed continuously. The first ban
on tobacco was imposed in the reign of Ahmed I,
while the heaviest one was imposed in 1633 in the
reign of Murad IV. These bans failed to prevent tobacco from progressing in the Ottoman geography.
The fact that tobacco was an important source of income changed the perspective of the government on
it and both the sowing and use of tobacco were finally legalized in the late 17th century (Bakla, 2007;
Yılmaz, 2007; Erim, 2007).
The use of tobacco provided the production of
items of use that were specific to it. The use of the
smoke of plants as a pleasure-inducing substance
has generally been provided by means of chibouks
since the ancient period. Traveler Jan Nieuhoff mentioned the pipes in Southern Brazil whose bowls
were made of walnut shells and whose chibouks
were made of hollow branches. This pipe shape is
thought to have been the pioneer of the tobacco chibouks used in the Ottoman Empire, Iran, and the Far
East (Bakla, 2007).
Upon the use of tobacco as a pleasure-inducing
substance, the information on pipes – one of the
most important materials of everyday life – is increasing with every passing day. The greatest share
in this undoubtedly belongs to the archaeological
excavations which enabled the examples of pipes to
multiply. Either few or plentiful pipes unique to the
Ottoman Empire are obtained in almost all excavations carried out in the areas where the Ottomans
settled. Tire Kutu Han (Fig.1, 2), where the pipes
constituting the content of our study were found, is
dated to 1429 (Ertekin, 2008:14). This building is included in the group of hans which have a single courtyard and which are two-storey and entirely porticoed
among the Ottoman city hans (Ersoy, 1994:91). Besides the pipes, plentiful ceramics of both the Period
of Principalities and the Ottoman Period were discovered during the excavations carried out at this
han. Especially the examples of the 18th and 19th
centuries are at a noteworthy amount (Uçar & Uçar,
2018). The coffee cups, one of the most important
objects of the coffee culture of the 18th-19th centuries, among these ceramics explicitly prove the existence of a coffee house at the han. In addition, when
the pipes and the cups found during the excavation
are evaluated altogether, it is seen that they all but
consolidate the relationship between coffee and tobacco at an Ottoman han. All the pipes and cups discovered during the excavation are broken. With the
introduction of these clay pipes found in different
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forms, the position and typology of the pipes found
in a commercial building is critically assessed.

2. MATERIAL
The place of the pipes, widely used in the Ottoman Empire, in everyday life was different from that
of the other common terracotta ware. They were
among the most used items in everyday life, which
did not make them ordinary materials. On the contrary, the pipe masters acted considerably meticulously when selecting the materials. In line with the
published examples and the finds in the collections,
the materials used to make these objects of everyday
life are various. Stone, metal, wood and clay are
shown among the materials used to make pipes
(Robinson, 1985:157; Van Der Lingen, 2003: 131).
When the extant pipes are grouped according to
their materials, it is understood that clay pipes were
used the most. The structures, surface characteristics
and shapes of the clay pipes from Kutu Han, which
make up the content of the paper, indicate that they
were made by two different groups of masters. The
elbow-shaped pipes with considerably hard, homogeneous, and very sparsely porous texture were
produced by pipe masters. The paste of these pipes
is white, red, and grey. On the other hand, the moderately hard and porous elbowless pipes with rather
rough and carelessly done exterior faces were made
by potters. When the structure of these pipes is compared with the paste of the other wheel-made common ware, it is understood that they are considerably analogous. This analogy shows us that the potters produced both common ware and pipes with
the same clay. The paste colors of both wheel- and
mold-made pipes are in the shades of red.
There are two types of slip use in the pipes from
Kutu Han. In the first one, the surfaces of some of
the mold-made pipes were slipped. While red slip
and cream slip are seen on the surfaces of the redpaste pipes, a group of grey-paste pipes have sour
cherry-colored slip. When the shapes of the greypaste pipes are also evaluated, these pipes must
have been produced at the same workshop. However, the second use of slip is for decorative purposes
and this use is predominantly seen in the wheelmade elbowless pipes by potters. Diagonal linear
decorations are seen on the rough surfaces of the
pipes, particularly on the neck. These decorations are
all of an identical type.

3. TECHNIQUE
The production of pipes, which are among the
smallest of the Ottoman items of use in terms of their
sizes, is rather laborious as compared with the other
common ware made of clay (e.g. plate, bowl, and
jug). The valuableness of the tobacco burnt in its
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bowl caused it to be used economically. The level of
accessibility of tobacco also influenced the sizes of
pipes (Fındık, 2016: 377). Although they have a fragile structure among the items made of clay, they are
among the objects over the manufacturing of which
pains were perhaps taken the most within unglazed
production. These pipes were made in two ways as
with molds or wheels.

3.1 Mold-made pipes
Molds were used to perform the mass production
of the pipes with identical sizes and shapes (Fig.3: ax; Fig.4-6; Fig.7: a-g). The manufacturing of pipes of
an identical type resulted from the use of molds in
production rather than a requirement or a demand.
Despite the differences among them, the mold technique – an essential production technique in the Seljuk Period and the Period of Principalities – revived
in the Ottoman Period with the production of pipes.
Production with molds provided the decoration of
pipes besides their shaping. After the mold-made
pipes had been retouched, decorations were optionally made with the other techniques. Wooden, bone
and metal materials were used when making these
decorations and the pipes were fired in a special kiln
(Robinson, 1985: 157; Bakla, 1993: 62; Šiš a–Vivek &
Filipec, 2013-2014: 306).

It is striking that some of the mold-made pipes
from Kutu Han were burnished (Fig.4: p,r,t; Fig.5:
d,f,h,i,n,r). By burnishing the pipes, their surfaces
were provided with a glossy appearance. The overwhelming majority of the pipes are unglazed, which
is ascribed to the fact that the production of glazed
pipes was rather laborious and difficult (Bakla,
2007:194). This challenging process caused the pipe
masters mostly to burnish the pipes they produced.
Burnishing is seen on the surfaces of the mold-made
pipes out of the red- and grey-paste pipes. In this
way, the pipe’s surface was provided with a glossy
appearance like glaze. All white-paste pipes are unburnished (Fig.4: a-g). On the other hand, a group of
red-paste pipes look different from the others.
Whilst the cores of the pipes are red, their surfaces
are black (Fig.7: a-f). The change in color on the surfaces of the pipes is generally provided with the slip,
whereas a different technique was applied in these
pipes. The burnished surfaces of the pipes turned
black through reduction firing. However, differences
in the surface color draw attention in some pipes.
This is also caused by the changes in the firing atmosphere. Given the black surface color of the pipes
and the technique of formation of this color, we may
state that the black burnished ceramic production
technique of thousands of years in Anatolia was also
maintained in the Ottoman Empire and that the most
striking examples from this period are the pipes [1].

Figure 3. Elbow pipes (a-t); elbowless pipes (u-y).

3.2. Wheel-made pipes
Preferred in the production of open or restricted
common ware, the potter’s wheel was also used to
make pipes. They are completely distinguished from

the pipes produced in the first group by their shapes
(Fig.3: u-x; Fig.7: h-p). The elbow-shaped appearance
in the mold-made pipes is unavailable in this group.
Hence, the cylindrical or conical stem is unavailable
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in these examples. By making holes on a handmade
and disc-shaped fragment, this disc was placed at
the beginning of the neck of the wheel-made pipe
and two parts were created on the pipe. With their
appearances, these pipes remind one of the jugs with
a sieve that belonged to the Seljuk Period and the
Period of Principalities. The neck part of the pipe
was converted into a tobacco bowl, whereas its lower part was converted into a smoke chamber. The
pipe was used by inserting a chibouk into the hole
made on this part.

4. TYPES
The chibouks of these pipes – one of the most demanded products of a period – and the mouthpieces
inserted into these chibouks failed to survive up to
the present time. The bowls and stems that make up
the pipes with different shapes and that are evaluated within two main types below are analogous in
some groups but different in some others. The bowl,
the part into which tobacco is placed, is made up of
two sections as the body and the neck. Whilst the
distinction between the neck and the body in the
pipes was clarified with a thin ring or a stamped
decoration in most examples, this distinction is not
seen in some of them. The general practice is that
different decorations were provided on the body and
the neck. The examples containing the same decoration on both the body and the neck are rather limited. The examples with an undecorated bowl are
also few. Of the decorations, the majority of the
grooves on the bodies were mold-made. On the other hand, the stamping technique was frequently employed to make the other decorations. The body
shapes have three kinds, namely spherical, hemispherical, and oval. Since the shape of only one of
the examples exactly resembles a lily with its flaring
mouth, no distinction between the body and the
neck was made and this pipe was called the pipe
with a lily shaped bowl. In the bowls, the neck is
mostly conical. Some of the conical bowls are polygonal. The sharpness at the rims of such bowls was
softened.
The stem, which is connected with the bowl with
an angle and into the tip of which a chibouk is inserted, is cylindrical or conical. Almost all pipes terminate with a protuberant ring. The connection of
the stem with the bowl was made by means of a narrow opening on the keel. The overflowing hole on
the stem of a pipe is interesting (Fig.4: h). It is
thought that a chain with a pin was inserted into this
hole in order to clean the pipe bowl [2]. The use of
pipes together with a long chibouk by putting them
on the ground affected the manufacturing of the
stem and the bowl with an angle. Thus, the lower
parts of the pipes are keel-shaped. Hence, unlike the
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other ceramic products, these examples do not contain any flat base or a base. Whilst the keel has a triangular profile in the overwhelming majority of the
pipes, it has a rectangular profile in some examples.
The overwhelming majority of the keels were clarified by roulette stamping.
The classification of the Ottoman pipes, composed
of two main parts as briefly introduced above, may
vary according to the abundance of the pipes found
during the excavations or the geographical location
of the excavated area. The pipes discovered at Corinth and the Athenian Agora were evaluated in three
different types as rounded bowl, disc-based, and lilyshaped by C. Robinson (Robinson, 1985:163). On the
other hand, the pipes found during the excavations
of Saraçhane were divided into main types as fine
grey early types, early red-ware pipes, red-burnished
pipes, late types, late Bulgarian types, and other pipe
bowls by J. Hayes and the pipes in these types were
classified into 27 different subgroups according to
their bowl, rim, and stem shapes as well (Hayes,
1992: 392-394). Having made studies on the Ottoman
pipes, E. Bakla divided the pipes into types as white,
red, black, camel, red-slipped pipes over white, and glazed
pipes according to their clay and exterior surface colors (Bakla, 2007:130) but as conical bowls, tulip-shaped
bowls, hemispherical bowls, hemispherical bowls surmounted by a cylinder, crater-rimmed bowls, craterrimmed bowls on a flower-shaped base, bowls in the shape
of octagonal cylinders, and bowls shaped like a flattened
sphere according to the tobacco bowls (Bakla,
1993:52-53). Having carried out studies on the Ottoman pipes, G. Ayhan also grouped the pipes as cylinder bowl, sack-like bowl, carinated bowl, rounded bowl,
flattened rounded bowl, sieve flattened rounded bowl, tulip bowl, and rectangular bowl pipes according to their
bowl shapes but as base and sieve bowl, cylinder base,
and disc base according to their base shapes (Ayhan,
2010a: 1,2; Ayhan, 2011a: 55-56). A. Yener classified
the pipes found during the excavations at Kaleiçi,
Antalya as early pipes, pipes with a round bowl, disc
pipes, tulip-shaped pipes, bell-shaped pipes, and pipes
with a chamber (Yener, 2005).
There are both analogies and differences in the
shapes of the pipes from Kutu Han, which were
produced from white, red, and grey paste with two
different techniques. When the bowls and stems of
these pipes are evaluated together, it is understood
that they are made up of two main types as elbow
type (Fig.3: a-t) [3] and elbowless type (Fig.3: u-y). The
production technique of a pipe is considerably important in the distinction of types. The mold-made
pipes have an elbow, while the wheel-made ones
lack an elbow. The pipes from Kutu Han must have
been produced in the 18th-19th centuries in line with
their parallels.
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4.1 Elbow pipes
As the stem was connected with the tobacco bowl
with an angle, the pipe acquired an elbow-shaped
appearance. The angle of the stem may vary. This
type is seen in the red-, white-, and grey-paste pipes.
It is the most common type among the Ottoman
pipes. The pipes in this group, whose shapes can be
understood exactly among the pipes from Kutu Han,
can be examined in 6 different subgroups.
1. Pipes with a spherical-bodied and conical shortnecked bowl and a cylindrical stem (Fig.4: f,j,o,t;
Fig.5: a-e).
2. Pipes with a hemispherical-bodied and cylindrical/conical long-necked bowl and a cylindrical/conical
stem (Fig.4: a,b,k-n, Fig.5: g,h,l).
3. Pipes with a hemispherical-bodied and conical longnecked polygonal bowl and a cylindrical/conical stem
(Fig.7: a-c).
4. Pipes with a hemispherical-bodied and cylindrical/conical short-necked bowl and a cylindrical/conical
stem (Fig.5: f,i,j)
5. Pipes with an oval-bodied and conical/ cylindrical
long-necked bowl and a cylindrical/conical stem
(Fig.4: i; Fig.5: m; Fig.7: e,f).
6. Pipes with a lily-shaped bowl and a cylindrical/conical? stem (Fig.5: n).

4.2. Elbowless pipes
Since all pipes in this group were wheel-made,
their shapes are considerably analogous. The pipes
appear simpler due to the presence of no cylindrical
or conical stem, unlike the elbow pipes. A single
type as the pipes with an oval-bodied and conical-necked
bowl and a sieve (Fig.3: u-y; Fig.7: g-p) is seen in this
group of pipes from Kutu Han. Although differences
are seen in their sizes, their shapes are almost identical. Two parts were created on the pipe by placing a
disc-shaped sieve at the beginning of the neck. The
upper part, i.e. the neck, was used as a bowl (chamber). By converting the oval body into a smoke
chamber, an appearance differing from those of the
elbow pipes was provided. A hole into which a chibouk would be inserted was made on the body. Such
pipes are thought to have been used to smoke such
substances as opium and hashish besides tobacco
(Humphrey, 26 April 1990: 6; Wood, 1998: 329;
Ayhan, 2010b: 54). Analogues of the elbowless pipes
with a sieve were frequently used in the Ottoman
geography [4].

5. DECORATION
The adoption of tobacco and pipes by the society
led to an increase in the demands for both of them.
These demands provided an increase in the number
of pipe-making masters at many points of the em-

pire. Although the mold-made pipes had identical
shapes, the pipe masters designed unique pipes with
their most delicate decorations. They decorated not
only the pipes but also the other vessels they produced from the same clay with the same care (De
Vincenz, 2016: 119). Although the majority are geometric, the plant, figured and inscribed decorations
are analogous in some pipes but different in some
others. The greatest factor in this difference is the use
of different techniques in decoration, namely the
mold technique, the mold stamping technique, and
slip painting.

5.1 The mold technique
This technique allows transferring the decorations
on the mold’s surface onto the pipe’s surface while
shaping a pipe in the mold. Even though the moldmade decorations are rather limited, the shapes or
sizes of the decorations may be different. The most
common decoration on these pipes is the grooved
decorations which provide the further clarification of
the bowls. The bowls were grooved with eight different arrangements. Firstly, only the body was decorated with vertical grooves. Such decoration is the
most common type (Fig.4: a,c,h,m,q; Fig.5: o-p, Fig.6:
s, Fig.7: a,b). The second one is that half of the body
was made grooved (Fig.4: f). The third one is the
decoration of the neck with grooves by leaving the
body undecorated (Fig.7: e,f). The fourth one is that
almost the whole surface of the bowl was grooved
(Fig.5: e). The fifth one is that the grooves on the
bowl were made wider (Fig.4: e). The sixth one is
that they were sometimes provided with the appearance of a leaf greatly skillfully through the angles of
the depths on the surfaces of the grooves (Fig.5: g).
However, the seventh arrangement is considerably
interesting. Whilst the grooves are standard in width
in almost all grooved examples, a different appearance was created on the surface by placing thinner
double grooves between the thick grooves in one
example (Fig.6: a). The last arrangement is the decoration of the bowl with horizontal or diagonal
grooves but not with vertical grooves. Analogous
pipes were also found at Smyrna (Ayhan, 2011b: 14,
Res.11) and Ramla (De Vincenz, 2011: Fig.1/7). With
this appearance of its, the pipe bowl connotes an Ottoman turban (Fig.5: a).
Another mold-made decoration is the rings. Being
at the rim of the stem in the overwhelming majority
of the pipes, these rings may vary by shape. The
rings, some of which are thick but some of which are
thinner, are among the most marked elements of the
stem. Nevertheless, the one on the body is thinner
than those on the stem and generally borders the
grooves on the bowl.
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Besides grooves and rings, another mold-made
motif is the lozenge pattern. A row of lozenge patterns is available above the stylized leaf motifs created with grooves (Fig.5: g).

5.2 The stamping technique
After a pipe had been mold-made, some decorations were also made by stamping. When compared
with the mold technique, it is seen that the distribution of decorations on the pipe’s surface depends on
the shape of the mold, whereas the arrangement is
controlled by the pipe master in the stamping technique. Although it is debatable who prepared the
stamping tools, the master created the composition
by means of these tools as he wished at the point he
desired on the pipe’s surface. The decorations made
by stamping are more diverse than the decorations
made with the mold technique. They have two types
as with roulettes and molds.

5.2.1 Roulette stamp
It is the most common decoration. By moving roulettes of different widths on the pipe’s surface, the
decorations on the roulette’s surface were transferred onto the pipe’s surface. The most frequently
used one is the cogwheels. Differing in width, these
roulettes have considerably diverse areas of use on
the pipe’s surface. Cogwheels were frequently preferred on the ring on the stem, on one side or both
sides of the ring on the bowl, and in the clarification
of the keel. Furthermore, such a decoration was also
provided between the vertical grooves in some examples, while the body of an example was decorated
on the horizontal axis by means of a cogwheel. Examples decorated with a cogwheel were obtained at
many centers in the Ottoman geography. They can
be shown as an indispensable type of decoration on
the Ottoman pipes. Even though roulette stamps
were frequently seen on the pipes in the 18th and
19th centuries, they were also available on the redpaste glazed ceramics. They are among the noticeable decorations particularly on the exterior faces of
monochrome glazed and slip-painted bowls and
plates. They are frequently encountered on the ceramics made at such production centers as Çanakkale and Didymoteicho (5). Analogues of these decorations, seen on the pipes from Kutu Han, are also
seen on the pipes found during the excavations in
Croatia (Brusic, 1987: 477, Tab.III/II), New Palace in
Edirne (Cengiz, 2011: 141, Kat.158), in Timişoara
(Gaşpar, 2016: Fig.9), at the Fatih Foundry in
Demirköy (Uysal, 2007: Res.9), as well as on the
pipes in Zadar National Museum (Gusar, 2008: 153,
Tab.4/2).
Just like cogwheels, grooved wheels were also frequently used on the surfaces of the pipes. Their most
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common use is to clarify the keel, as in the case of
cogwheels. They can be seen either together with a
cogwheel or singly on the surfaces. Both the pipe
bowl can be decorated with grooves in the mold and
the grooves can be made after it has been removed
from the mold. These grooves were created by
means of grooved wheels rather than incising. It was
intended to create a leaf motif on the body by means
of grooved wheels or cogwheels (Fig.5: d,f,k). Analogous decorations are common on the pipes, as in
the examples found in Croatia (Brusic, 1987: 476,
Tab.II/12), Ochakiv (Beliaeva, 1999: 351, Res.11) and
at Corinth (Robinson, 1985: Plate 55/C85).
Although the grooved wheels do not draw much
attention independently on the pipe’s surface, they
are one of the considerably striking motifs when
they are arranged together with the other decorations. They acquired the quality of being a bordering
line by encircling the other decorations created with
the stamping technique (Fig.4: s; Fig.5: r; Fig.6: h,n).
With these characteristics, they remind one of the
underglaze painted blue lines on contemporary
Kütahya cups. Hence, the pipe masters showed their
creativity by applying those lines that the cup masters applied with paint on the pipe’s surface by
means of roulettes. The pipes found during the excavations carried out at Tulcea County (Iuliana,
2013: 290, pl.9/48) as well as at Hârşova and Iaşi
(Bilavschi, 2017: 238, pl.2) can be shown as examples
of this feature, which is encountered on many pipes.
Whether made when a pipe was in the mold or by
means of a roulette after it had been removed from
the mold, grooves are one of the most common decorations on the surfaces of pipes. Given the examples
of these grooves on other materials, it is easily understood that the grooves on different materials
were in harmony in the 18th and 19th centuries. For
instance, the decorations called oyster shell shapes,
floral motifs or solar motifs and widely encountered
on the stone artifacts in the 18th century and the
grooves created on pipes are very analogous. The
grooves placed in the wheel of fortune order on the
tombstones or the ornamental slabs of fountains can
also be shown as examples of the grooved decoration in stone decoration (6). The most striking type
containing grooves apart from stone decoration is
the coffee cups. Some coffee cups were also made
grooved, which shows us the harmony of the duo of
tobacco and coffee or of a cup and a pipe [7].
The pipes were also decorated by means of wider
cylindrical seals with plant or geometric decorations,
along with cogwheels and grooved wheels. These
decorations are predominantly available on the bodies, necks, and stems of the pipes as well as, rarely,
on the keel (Fig.4: j,k; Fig.5: t; Fig.6: e,l,s). The decorations predominantly contain lattice or lozenge pat-
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terns. This type of decoration is frequently encountered on pipes, as seen in the examples found at Tell
Yoqne (Avissar, 2009: 100, Fig.2.4/2,6), Tell el-Retaba
(Rzepka et al., 2015: 138, Fig.66), and Akko (Shapiro,
2016: 98, Fig.1/2).

5.2.2 Mold stamps
Apart from grooved wheels, cogwheels, and the
roulettes with plant and geometric decorations, decorations were also made with stamp-shaped molds.
Unlike the roulettes, the decorations were made by
stamping onto the pipe’s surface like a seal. It was
intended to create a composition on the surface with
decorations of an identical type sometimes with single stamps but sometimes with multiple stamps. The
decoration repertoire is wider than that of the roulettes. Geometric, plant, figured and inscribed examples are available among the finds. The most common motif among the geometric motifs is the stamps
with a lattice decoration (Fig.4: d,n; Fig.5: j). These
decorations resemble the lattice decorations on the
cylindrical seals. Analogous decorations are also
available on those found in Dubrovnik (Milošević &
Topić, 2011: 101, Plate 63) and during the City Wall
Excavation in Akşehir (Tanrıveren, 2015: 107) as well
as on the pipes in Istria Archaeological Museum
(Zejnilhodžić, 2012: 186, Cat.37).
The rayed dot motif – although it can be likened
to a flower – is one of the intensively seen motifs on
the Ottoman pipes, with it being more frequent on
the pipes with a bodied and polygonal-necked bowl.
At the center of the motif is a dot, with rays spreading around from this dot. Its sequence in an example
is quite striking. The inside of the border which was
bordered by a cogwheel at the bottom but by a
groove at the top was decorated with three rows of
rayed dot motifs (Fig.6: q). Pipes containing an analogous motif were also found during the excavations
at Corinth (Robinson, 1985: 176, C.25) and in a shipwreck in the Black Sea (Batchvarov, 2014: 13, Fig.10).
It is also striking that plant decorations were created on the pipe’s surface by means of geometric
molds. The decorations on the body of a red-paste
pipe, as in the pipes found in Azov Museum (Khalil
& Rudolfovna Gusach, 2018: 252, Pic.13) and during
the excavation at Corinth (Robinson, 1985: Pl. 48,
C16), can be shown as examples of this. Relief leaf
motifs formed in the empty spaces remaining in between as a triangular mold with concave edges was
stamped at the rim to face the mouth and the body.
We encounter the most striking examples of an analogous plant decoration with the underglaze painting
technique in İznik and Kütahya ceramics in the Seljuk Period and later in the Ottoman Period. This is
important in that the sequences of leaves are reflected on the pipes with a different technique. Moreo-

ver, by stamping the same mold downwards with
equal spaces immediately below these motifs, leaf
motifs were created on the body together with a
grooved wheel (Fig.5: k). In a white-paste pipe, the
body was decorated with more realistic oval leaf motifs by stamping a “Y-shaped” mold again with
equal spaces (Fig.4: b).
Decoration with triangular molds was not merely
made on the bodies of pipes. The plant arrangement
on the ring was clarified by stamping these molds
onto the rings on the stem too. However, a different
variation of this arrangement was made by means of
a triangular mold with a lattice decoration. Rows of
medallions were created with a mold stamped with
specific spaces, at the same level, and in different
directions and circular molds with a small diameter
and with pointed tips were stamped at the center of
these medallions (Fig.5: r). An analogous decoration
draws attention on a different pipe too. A single row
of decoration was created on the body by means of a
circular mold with triple concentric rings; triangular
molds were stamped between the decorations with
concentric rings; and the decorations were clarified.
Given the concentric rings, they remind one of the
decorations at the centers of the contemporary ceramics produced in Didymoteicho, Eyüp, and Çanakkale in the 18th-19th centuries (Fig.5: i,s; Fig.6: c).
Nevertheless, a different variation of this mold is the
mold whose circle contains cogs. In the decoration
made with this mold, cogs are present on the edge of
the concentric rings within the circle (Fig.6: i). As
also seen on the pipes in Azov Museum as well as on
the pipes found during the excavations in Jerusalem
(Simpson, 2008: Fig.270/68), concentric rings are
quite marked among the motifs the majority of
which have corners.
When the decorations on the bodies of the pipes are
evaluated, it is understood that decoration was also
made by means of the circular molds with pointed
tips. A border was created on the body of a pipe by
means of a grooved wheel and a single row of circular
decoration was made on the horizontal axis in the
middle of this border (Fig.6: h). Motifs quite analogous to this motif are also seen on the pipes found
during the excavations at Corinth (Robinson, 1985:
Plate 60, C132-133), Crete Medical Faculty (Evely,
1988: 140, Fig.4/2), and the Archeopark in Bursa
(İnanan & Şahin, 2017: 52, Tablo 5/g), with a difference in arrangement. The leaf motifs created with
grooves on the body of another pipe by means of an
analogous mold were clarified (Fig.5: d). Apart from
triangular and circular molds, decorations were created by means of the molds with a lozenge pattern too.
As seen in the example from Kaleiçi in Antalya
(Yener, 2015: 97, Çiz. II. 13), the body of a pipe found
at Kutu Han contains a lattice decoration (Fig.7: c).
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The plant motifs were made with the stamping
technique in two ways. As described above, the first
one is the creation of plant decorations on the pipe’s
surface by stamping geometric molds in different
directions. The second one is the formation of a decoration on the pipe’s surface directly by means of the
molds with plant decorations (Fig.5: f). With this
method, the pipes were generally decorated with
small-sized plant motifs. The decoration on a pipe
has a special place with both its size and shape
among the plant decorations. A circular center was
created in the middle of the body by stamping and a
large floral motif was made by stamping oval petals
on the axis of this circle. Although at first glance the
flower gives the impression that it was made by
means of a single mold, the carelessness about the
placement of the petals reveals that the floral motif
was created by stamping the petals one by one. A
petal in the upper part of the body was provided in a
more slanted state, which is rather interesting. It is
understood that the pipe master stamped the petal in
a more slanted state in order to prevent the cogwheel immediately above from being damaged
(Fig.6: j). An analogous petal-shaped mold was also
used on a white-paste pipe. Nevertheless, the petals
did not form any floral motif on this pipe (Fig.4: b).
A motif whose species is not known exactly
among the plant decorations is the palm leaf-shaped
motif with linearly worked leaves. A decoration was
created with equal spaces with this motif in the area
bordered by a grooved wheel stamp on the body and
the pipe’s surface was provided with a lattice appearance (Fig.4: o). An analogous motif is also seen
on a pipe found at Damas (François, 2012: 505,
Pl.16/15).
Decorations with bird figures were also made on
the surfaces of the pipes with the stamping technique (Fig.6: o). Frequently seen with different techniques in the Turkish-Islamic ceramic art, this motif
is among the most striking motifs on the pipes
among geometric and plant motifs. The bird motif
was used as both a decoration and the master’s seal
on the pipes [8]. Given the bird motifs on contemporary Kütahya and imported porcelain cups as well, it
is understood that the bird figures display analogies
with each other. These analogies once more reveal
the relationship between a cup and a pipe in the
same environment. Hence, the presence of analogously-shaped bird figures on both the cup’s surface
and the pipe’s surface indicates harmony and a
common decoration repertoire, beyond a coincidence
(Uçar, 2019a). Stamped for decorative purposes,
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these motifs on the pipes from Kutu Han are analogous, with their appearances, to the bird motifs on
the pipes found at many excavation sites such as the
Excavation at Smyrna Agora (Ayhan, 2016: 11, Tablo
3), the Excavation at Corinth (Robinson, 1985: Pl. 49,
C23), and the Excavation on the Küçükçekmece Lake
Basin (Kaya & Özmen, 2017: 357, Res.13).

5.2.3 Slip decoration
Even though no glazed pipe is available among
the pipes from Kutu Han, pipes with slip decorations are quite abundant. Given their production
type, it is understood that the wheel-made pipes rather than the mold-made pipes were slip-painted. In
other words, the slip is only the surface color in the
mold-made ones but the decoration color in the
wheel-made ones. A single type of decoration was
made with white slip in the form of diagonal lines on
the bodies and necks of the pipes (Fig.7: g,j,m,n,o)
Analogues of these pipes are also available among
the finds from Smyrna Agora and the Excavation at
Ayasuluk (Ayhan, 2015: 49, Res. 5;51, Res. 14). This
analogy indicates regional production. This production is shown as the reflection of a tradition from the
14th century to the 18th-19th centuries in Western
Anatolia on pipes (Ayhan, 2015: 45).
6. CONCLUSION
Pipes, which are among the most frequently used
materials in everyday life at every corner of the Ottoman Empire for about 300 years between the 17th
century and the first quarter of the 20th century,
were discovered abundantly during the excavation
at Kutu Han – a city han. The pipes were mold- and
wheel-made. A large number of cup and pipe sherds
found during the excavation at the han indicate the
presence of the coffee house at the han. Furthermore,
one of the spaces was used as a coffee house in the
20th century too. While all mold-made pipes out of
the red-, white-, and grey-paste pipes are elbow
pipes, almost all wheel-made ones out of them are
elbowless pipes. As their parallels are given as examples above, analogous pipes were discovered at
many points of the Ottoman geography. This proves
to us also with archaeological data that Tire was not
disconnected from İzmir – an important commercial
city and seaport in the 18th and 19th centuries – immediately near it. Given the decorations of these
pipes as well, it is understood that they display some
integrity with the other pipes in the Ottoman geography.
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NOTES
1.

For further information on the production techniques and origin of the grey ware, see Polat, 2005; Polat, 2008.

2.
3.

For information and examples, see Ayhan, 2011a: 71,72; De Vincenz, 2011: Fig.3/27,28.
Considering the considerable analogy of the pipes with an elbow with their appearances, this definition was
taken from the pipe description in 1792 by L.W. Broughton (cited from Vancouver by Wynia, 2013:26) and the
definitions by James L. Murphy and K. Reich. Murphy& Reich, 1974; Murphy, 1980.
For the examples, see Daş, 2010: 211, Res.9; Ayhan, 2010a: 19, Res.4.3; Ayhan, 2010b: 55, Res.2; Ayhan, 2015;
Taxel, 2008: 40, Fig.1.
The cogwheel stamps on the ceramics may be wider than those on the pipes. For some of the examples on the
ceramics, see Liaros, 2018:208, Pl.III; Uçar, 2019b: Tablo VI.1-3; Polat, 2019: 104, Tablo 11.
For information and examples, see Yılmaz, 2005: 148,150; Koçyiğit, 2014; Uçar, 2016; Ünal & Çağlıtütüncügil,
2016: 204-207; Daş, 2017; Okumuş & Gülbudak, 2018.
For further information on this subject, see Uçar, 2019a (in press).
An important study about the bird figures on the pipes was carried out by my colleague G. Ayhan. In this study,
the bird-shaped pipes with a significant place among pipes were also evaluated in detail, along with the shapes
of the bird figures on the pipes. For further information, see Ayhan, 2016.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Figure 4. Elbow pipes. White-paste pipes (a-g); grey-paste pipes (h-o); red-paste pipes (p-t)
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Figure 5. Elbow type, red-paste pipes.
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Figure 6. Elbow type, red-paste pipes.
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Figure 7. Elbow type pipes (a-h); elbowless pipes (g-p).
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